
Brand New Jet Skis Yamaha VX 2021
in Ibiza

For the summer season in Ibiza we 
renew our  fleet with new jet skis.
Today, Yamaha’s jet skis, the mythical WaveRunners, 
enjoy a worldwide reputation thanks to their reliability and 
a completely versatile performance demonstrated over 
many years.

Yamaha has always been at the forefront with a pioneering 
development of ultra-efficient 4-stroke technologies.

The result? No other boat approaches them.

The VX offers power and fun in the water and a 
very fast learning curve.  
No other jet ski achieves this.

THE YAHAMA WAVERUNNER VX 
2021. FEATURES:

· Electronic reverse with traction control.
· High-power engine TR-1 of 3 cylinders and 1049 cc.
· HyperFlow high pressure turbine.
· Revolutionary RiDE system for intuitive control.
· Colors and graphics with an elegant adventurous design.
· Hull and cover in SMC: light, stable and resistant.
· Information console with multifunction LED indicators.
· Comfortable two-piece seat.
· Towing hook and boarding step very practical.
· Large double mirrors very useful at all times.



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

1 H. 30 min. YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
per Jet Ski

NO 
NEED

Jet Ski Tour to Es Vedrà

With this tour you will discover by sea the mysteries of
Es Vedrà, a water bike tour to learn about its stories and  
mysteries and why it has been inspired by many artists.  
The stone colossus awaits you.
Meet this magical world on a jet ski tour.

When they arrive at the starting point, they go to the circuit 
where the Jet Skis are, explaining the operation of the Jet Skis, 
the driving rules and how to maintain the security throughout 
the itinerary.
The practice of the jet ski does not have much difficulty.

Guided by a monitor with its own jet ski, we travel along the 
coast of Ibiza to each destination.
Once you reach the destination you can get off the Jet Ski and 
each one can take a bath, take pictures or practice snorkeling.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Price

200€ 



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

2H YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
per Jet Ski

NO 
NEED

Price

240€ 

Jet Ski Tour to Atlantis

When they arrive at the starting point, they go to the circuit 
where the Jet Skis are, explaining the operation of the Jet Skis, 
the driving rules and how to maintain the security throughout 
the itinerary.
The practice of the jet ski does not have much difficulty.

Guided by a monitor with its own jet ski, we travel along the 
coast of Ibiza to each destination.
Once you reach the destination you can get off the Jet Ski and 
each one can take a bath, take pictures or practice snorkeling.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Atlantis, (Sa Pedrera) is neither a cove nor a beach like the one 
we are used to seeing on the Mediterranean coasts; It is a magi-
cal and unique place in the world.
Right in front of Es Vedrà, the old stone quarry keeps the  
secrets of all the generations that have passed through Ibiza.



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

1 H. YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
per  Jet Ski

NO 
NEED

When they arrive at the starting point, they go to the circuit 
where the Jet Skis are, explaining the operation of the Jet Skis, 
the driving rules and how to maintain the security throughout 
the itinerary.
The practice of the jet ski does not have much difficulty.

Guided by a monitor with its own jet ski, we travel along the 
coast of Ibiza to each destination.
Once you reach the destination you can get off the Jet Ski and 
each one can take a bath, take pictures or practice snorkeling.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Price

140€ 

Jet Ski Tour to Margaritas

Access is only by sea, which will also allow us to enjoy the 
magnificent natural scenery of cliffs and hidden coves that 
we found during navigation.
The large islet of Ses Margalides in the shape of a horseshoe, 
is beautifully crossed by an arch that many boats do not 
hesitate to cross.



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

1 H. 30 min. YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
per Jet Ski

NO 
NEED

When they arrive at the starting point, they go to the circuit 
where the Jet Skis are, explaining the operation of the Jet Skis, 
the driving rules and how to maintain the security throughout 
the itinerary.
The practice of the jet ski does not have much difficulty.

Guided by a monitor with its own jet ski, we travel along the 
coast of Ibiza to each destination.
Once you reach the destination you can get off the Jet Ski and 
each one can take a bath, take pictures or practice snorkeling.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Price

200€ 

Jet Ski Tour to Cala D’Albarca

Cala D’Albarca is a cove that in its time was very frequented by 
Berber pirates where they could be hidden by the leafy cliffs 
that contrast with the gray of the naked rock. 

To the right of the cove you can see a curious natural bridge 
formed by the rocks of the cliffs. The water in this bay is very 
clear, making it ideal for snorkeling.



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

45 min. YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
by Jet Ski

NO
NEED

When they arrive at the starting point, they go to the circuit 
where the Jet Skis are, explaining the operation of the Jet Skis, 
the driving rules and how to maintain the security throughout 
the itinerary.
The practice of the jet ski does not have much difficulty.

Guided by a monitor with its own jet ski, we travel along the 
coast of Ibiza to each destination.
Once you reach the destination you can get off the Jet Ski and 
each one can take a bath, take pictures or practice snorkeling.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Price

130€ 

Jet Ski Tour to Conejera

The island of Conejera is an island of the north-west coast of 
the island of Ibiza. There is the legend on the island that states 
that Carthaginian general Anibal was born there.  
The cave on the south side of the island is known as Casa 
d’Anibal until today.



DURATION JET SKI START & ARRIVAL PEOPLE LICENSE

30 min. YAMAHA VX SAN ANTONIO 1 / 2 
by Jet Ski

NO 
NEED

Enjoy the feeling of driving a jet ski through one of the most 
beautiful places on the Island of Ibiza.

We have a team of professionals who previously will show you 
the operation of the jet skis and from there, enjoy inside the 
circuit. You can enjoy alone or accompanied, you can go on the 
same jet ski to two people.

Guided tour by professional monitors.
No nautical qualification is necessary.

Price

90€ 

Jet Ski Circuit




